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Abstract

For each scanned object 3D triangulation laser scanners deliver multiple sweeps corresponding to multiple laser

motions and orientations. The problem of aligning these scans has been well solved by using rigid and, more

recently, non-rigid transformations. Nevertheless, there are always residual local offsets between scans which

forbid a direct merging of the scans, and force to some preliminary smoothing. Indeed, the tiling and aliasing

effects due to the tiniest normal displacements of the scans can be dramatic. This paper proposes a general method

to tackle this problem. The algorithm decomposes each scan into its high and low frequency components and fuses

the low frequencies while keeping intact the high frequency content. It produces a mesh with the highest attainable

resolution, having for vertices all raw data points of all scans. This exhaustive fusion of scans maintains the finest

texture details. The method is illustrated on several high resolution scans of archeological objects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to

ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image

Generation—Digitizing and scanning

1. Introduction

Recent high precision triangulation laser scanners can scan

surfaces of medium size objects with a precision of less

than 10µ. Yet, although each scan has a very high preci-

sion, this precision can be lost again when merging multi-

ple scans and meshing them together. This loss of precision

entails a loss of visible texture, which explains the smooth

and glassy aspect of most rendered scanned objects. On the

other hand the merging of the multiple scans (often called

super-resolution) is absolutely necessary. A patch of the ob-

ject may well be acquired tens and even hundreds of times

on well exposed parts. Indeed, many sweeps with varying

trajectories are necessary to acquire the less exposed parts

of the object. The main goal of the merging considered here

is not to gain more detail and texture or to denoise the data

point cloud by super-resolution: recent triangulation scan-

ners yield scan sweeps with excellent quality. Unfortunately

this quality is at risk of being damaged by the merging pro-

cedure itself. Thus, more trivially, the goal is to secure that

the texture of each scan is not lost again due to slight match-

ing errors which force a smoothing before a joint meshing.

Fig. 1 illustrates the problem. With two overlapping shifted

scan grids, as seen in (a), the aliasing risk is high. Mesh-

ing each scan separately yields two almost identical surfaces

and textures (b, c). Nevertheless, a joint meshing (d) pro-

vokes strong tiling and aliasing effects, due to very small

local offsets between both scans, in spite of the fact that they

have been globally well registered. The challenge is there-

fore to merge both scans in such a way that the rendering

quality does not decrease! The numerical problem is made

more acute by two facts. First, not just two, but up to hundred

scans may overlap in some region. Second, scans boundaries

appear everywhere, as illustrated in fig. 2 and make the fu-

sion near these boundaries still more problematic.

Each point of each scan has three-dimensional coordi-

nates given either in a global coordinate system if the ac-

quisition device is calibrated, or in a local coordinate system

if the device is not calibrated. In the case of non-calibrated

devices, the scans must be registered in a common coordi-

nate system, and the registration problem becomes a rigid

transform estimation. This problem has been widely investi-

gated and has found efficient solutions [BM92] [RL01]. Yet

if the scans had some internal local warping (which is usu-

ally the case), the rigid transform framework is not sufficient.

A whole theory of non-rigid scan registration has therefore

been developed [BR04], [BR07]. If the acquisition device is

well calibrated the delivered scans are well registered, up to

a given precision. Yet, as we already mentioned, a tiny resid-
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(a) Overlapping scans (b) Mesh of Scan 1

(c) Mesh of Scan 2 (d) Mesh of 1&2

Figure 1: Example of two overlapping scans, points of each

scanned are first meshed ((c)-(d)) separately. The result can

be compared to the meshing of points of both scans together

(d)

ual mismatch can provoke strong artifacts similar to aliasing

patterns (see fig. 1) and forbids a direct meshing of the union

of all data point clouds. This problem is generally solved by

applying a method which meshes an implicit zero level set

of a distance function to the raw points. The distance func-

tion is approximated by its Fourier coefficients [Kaz05] or

by radial basis functions [KBH06]. The problem is that these

methods result in a serious loss of accuracy when the final

result is compared with each scan separately.

This paper experiments on sets of scans of an object that

have been either previously optimally registered by rigid or

non-rigid methods, or registered through a high precision

calibration of the acquisition tool. To demonstrate that no

texture content will be lost, the goal is to mesh the complete

point cloud. This means that all raw acquired points of all

scans will be vertices of the mesh. This requirement guaran-

tees a complete preservation of all the acquired information,

including noise and fine textures. Of course such a mesh is

not numerically economic, but it is necessary for two goals:

first to get high quality rendering of complex shapes such as

archeological objects, and second to precisely explore all re-

manent artifacts such as the holes, inherent in any scanning

process. For scanning control purposes, it is anyway quite

rewarding to be able to see exactly what has been scanned.

Figure 2: Example of overlapping scans. This head is such a

complex structure that not less than 35 scans were acquired

to fill in most holes.

2. Previous Work

2.1. Rigid Scan registration

When the scans contain no warp, the registration problem

sums up to estimating a rigid transform between scan coor-

dinate systems by minimizing the distance between the ref-

erence scan and the transformed scan. The estimation of the

transform in the quaternion form was proposed in [Hor87].

The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) Registration procedure in-

troduced in [BM92] and [CM92] matches a point from one

scan to the closest point of the other scan and computes the

transform based on these matchings. ICP was very success-

ful and many variants were introduced ( [RL01], [BS97]).

A study of the optimal sampling for the ICP algorithm was

proposed in [GIRL03].

Since ICP converges to a local minimum, the initial scan

position must be close to optimal. Thus, some robust ini-

tial matches are needed to initialize the algorithm. This ro-

bust match search has also been investigated. The common

idea is to find features easily identifiable on the scans (usu-

ally linked with highly curved points) and to match them.

Spin Images, introduced in [JH99], represent potential fea-

ture points by images. The spin image associated with point

p is the function that maps a 3D point to (α,β), where α is

the distance to the tangent plane and β the distance to the

line parallel to ~n(p) and passing through p. A linear corre-

lation coefficient is used as a similarity coefficient between

images to find the correspondences. In [SA01] another fea-

ture carrier is introduced. It is based on computing geodesic

circles around a point and projecting them onto the tangent

plane. This gives a 1D 2π-periodic function parameterized

by the angle. Feature matching is done by sampling the con-

tours and computing a similarity measure between the con-

tours. Other popular descriptors were described in [YF99],

[VSR01], [ZH99] or [KFR03].

Another approach was proposed in [AMCO08]: all copla-

nar 4-point sets that are approximately congruent are ex-

tracted on both shapes and matched using the fact that the

distance ratios relatively to the intersection point are invari-

ant to rigid motions.
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Rigid scan registration methods assume that the scans

must fit perfectly using only rigid transforms. Yet, if the

scans have some warping, the method does not apply. An-

other problem is that the registration error might cumulate

when registering multiple scans (see [BR07] for examples

of bad registrations). These considerations led to modeling

the registration transform by a non rigid transform as will be

seen in the next subsection.

2.2. Non-rigid scan registration

The method for non rigid registration using thin plate splines

[BR04] first applies a hierarchical ICP to find good features:

the source mesh is iteratively divided through the middle of

its longest axis and each half is realigned separately. This

yields good feature correspondences at the cost of substan-

tial discontinuities in the source mesh. These point matches

are then used to compute the thin plate spline that best ap-

proximates all pairs of points. The spline being continuous,

any discontinuity introduced in the scan splitting process is

removed by the spline approximation. Once the scans are

registered they must be merged. This is done using the VRIP

method [CL96], which will be described below.

An extension of this method was introduced in [BR07]:

the same thin plate spline non rigid deformation model is

applied using an improved earlier point matching: features

are found and matched in a process which rejects outliers.

Other methods include [CR03] where the non rigid registra-

tion is done using as input soft assignment between point

pairs. This yields a functional minimization comprising a

term of soft assignment.

2.3. Super-resolution from several scans

Recently, the problem of achieving super-resolution from

multiple scans has been raised, mostly for improving range

image resolutions ( [KMA06]) where various low resolution

scans with the same depth direction are acquired and regis-

tered by ICP. Depth values at each point of a high resolu-

tion grid are then interpolated with depth values of points

falling in the neighboring cells. [AKSA09] used rotating

scans around the depth axis to build for each orientation high

resolution range images. These high resolutions range im-

ages were registered and combined by considering the image

gradient and the angle between the baseline and the image

gradient to weight each point. Other methods building hy-

brid scanners to achieve high resolution include [NRDR05]

where positions and normals are acquired and used to im-

prove the resolution.

Once scans have been computed and registered, a mesh

must be built to allow a fast visualization of the surface

model. The next section reviews methods to build the mesh.

2.4. Meshing

Meshing methods can be divided into two categories: meth-

ods that approximate the point cloud and methods that mesh

directly the point set. Approximating methods usually build

a function defined on R
3 whose 0-level set is the shape sur-

face. A mesh is then built on the 0 level-set by the marching

cubes algorithm [LC87]. These methods include [KBH06],

[Kaz05], among others. A very interesting variant of these

methods is the VRIP algorithm ( [CL96]). VRIP considers

an implicit function taking into account not only point po-

sitions but also their reliability. Nonetheless, two drawbacks

common to the mentioned methods are the automatic fill-

ing in of holes, and the implicit low pass filtering performed

by the level set method. These methods usually compute the

distance to the surface as an average of the signed distance

of the point to its k-nearest neighbors. Thus initial points

are forgotten and de facto replaced by local averages. This

removes noise in the cloud, but also loses fine details and

textures.

Direct meshing methods include [ABK98] or [AB98]. We

shall use the incremental ball-pivoting method [BMR∗99],

which is fast and does not fill holes. The method is based on

pivoting a ball of fixed radius r around edges. Three points

are triangulated if they lie on a ball with radius r and empty

interior. The ball is then pivoted around all three edges of the

triangle, until it meets a point and has still empty interior. If

no such point is met then the edge is a hole border. The pa-

rameter r is a bound for the creation of triangles: no triangle

edge can have length above 2r. Thus low density areas are

considered as holes.

In short, the dilemma is this: the approximating methods

are not sensitive to a slight registration error, but can lose

detail and texture. On the contrary, aliasing-like artifacts be-

come visible when a direct meshing method attempts to keep

all raw points of several scans. The best choice is to preserve

the raw points and to apply a direct meshing method. But

this requires eliminating all traces of inaccurate registration.

3. Scan Merging

3.1. Principle

The general idea behind the scan merging method experi-

mented here is to preserve point positions in non overlap-

ping areas, and to make a fusion of the scans on overlapping

regions while keeping all raw points. The fusion involves

a smooth-base/height-function decomposition for each scan.

The decomposition of a surface as the sum of a smooth base

and of a height function was proposed for a different pur-

pose in [KST09], and [ZTS09], where the height function

was used to segment the mesh and extract features as con-

tours of the height function. The underlying idea is that a

surface S can be decomposed into a smooth base B and a

height function h, so that:

S = B+h
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B can be seen as the low frequency surface and h can be

seen as the high frequency term. Given several surfaces S1 =
B1 +h1,S2 = B2 +h2, · · · ,SN = BN +hN , the idea is to fuse

the bases, but to keep exactly the hi terms, thus preserving all

fine details. In other terms, a common basis B for all surfaces

must be found, the high frequencies of all scans adopting this

common basis thereafter. This strategy is comparable to the

one used for morphing applications in [PKG06].

The data merging using a high/low frequency decompo-

sition has long been a classic method in image process-

ing [BA83]. This article introduced the idea of separating

each image into various frequency bands by a Gaussian pyra-

mid. The low frequency bands were merged separately to

obtain a smooth blending of different images. The method

has been successfully used to create panoramas from mul-

tiple images [BL07] and texture 3D models [Bau02]. Two

major differences are that in [BA83] all frequency bands are

merged, whereas the method proposed here only merges the

low frequencies while keeping the high frequencies intact.

Another important difference is the usage of a nonlinear heat

equation instead of a linear frequency decomposition.

The next section addresses the robust decomposition of a

surface into a base and a height.

3.2. Low/High frequency surface decomposition

Since the pioneering article [Tau95] it is known that mesh

high frequencies are removed by the application of the in-

trinsic heat equation ∂x
∂t

= ∆x. Yet, our scanned surfaces

are given as point clouds and not as meshes. A numeri-

cal scheme of the heat equation for raw point clouds must

be used. This question has been addressed in [BSW09] and

[PKG06]. We shall use the simple implementation of the in-

trinsic heat equation proposed in [DMMSL09]: this paper

proves that the intrinsic heat equation can be implemented

by iterating a projection of each point onto the local cloud

regression plane. Consider the projection operator Tr that

projects each point p onto the regression plane of the neigh-

bors of p enclosed in a ball of radius r. Then it can be proven

that this motion is tangent to the intrinsic heat equation. The

iteration of Tr yields a scale space (a representation of the

shape at various smoothing scales). In all experiments r is

set so that the ball B(p, r) contains about 30 points at almost

all points, and the number of scale space iterations n is set

to 4. The first parameter (30) is fixed so that a reliable re-

gression plane is always computed. The second parameter,

namely the number of iterations 4, is chosen to guarantee a

smooth enough basis in all cases. It can be increased without

damage. When iterating the projection operator with an ini-

tial surface S0, the surface St is iteratively smoothed. To each

point pt of St corresponds a point p0 of S0, and the height

function can be taken to be the vector h(pt ) = pt− p0.

An alternative definition for the height would be the scalar

function h(pt) = (pt − p0) · n(p). Yet, the results with both

Figure 3: The unmerged head with aliasing artifacts (left),

its smooth base (middle) and the merged result (right)

height variants being fairly identical, the simplest definition

was kept: it separates each data point into a smooth base

point and a high frequency vector.

3.3. Finding a common smooth basis for all surfaces

Choosing a common basis for all scans is the next ques-

tion. A natural constraint on the method is to keep fixed the

points belonging to regions where only one scan is avail-

able. Finding the common basis then becomes straightfor-

ward: It is enough to apply the same number n of iterations

of Tr with the same parameter r to all the sets after they have

been put together. This global filtering assumes that the high

frequency term of the set S = ∪iSi contains the registration
error: when filtering S the registration error is filtered away

(see fig. 3).

3.4. Algorithm

The method is summarized in Algorithm 1. The algorithm

is based on two applications of the intrinsic heat equation

scheme (here the iterated projection on the regression plane)

with the same parameters and the same number of iterations.

All registered scans are given in the same global coordinate

system. The first application (Line 2) is done on the separate

scans yielding the intrinsic high frequencies of each scan.

The second application (Line 6) is done on all scans together.

When filtering all scans together (lines 5 and 6) the registra-

tion error is suppressed and we get a common low scale reg-

istration or basis, the set of points b(p). Adding back to them

the high frequency component
−−−→
bi(p)p restores all details of

all scans.

An important feature of the method is that each region

A of the shape that has been acquired by one scan only is

not altered. Indeed, inside such a region, applying the sepa-

rate scale space or the common scale space is strictly equiv-

alent, since there is only one scan in the neighborhood of the

points of A. Then the point is first filtered to bi(p) = b(p),
and therefore moved back to its original position p at Line

8. So in areas with only one scan, point positions are not

changed. The only effect of the algorithm is the merging of

overlapping scans.
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Algorithm 1: Scale Space Merging

Data: N point sets (scans) (Si)i=1···N , a number of

projection filter iterations n and a radius r

Result: Merged scans, Q

for i = 1 · · ·N do1

Apply n steps of the projection filter Tr to the set Si ;2

Store for each point p ∈ Si with corresponding3

filtered point bi(p) the high frequency vector

~δ(p) =
−−−→
bi(p)p;

end4

S←∪Ni=1Si;5

Apply for each p ∈ S n steps of the projection filter Tr,6

yielding a point b(p) ;
for p ∈ S do7

q = b(p)+~δ(p);8

Add q to Q;9

end10

Return Q;11

RMSE Both lines Line A Line B

Before Merging X 9.95e− 04 9.76e− 04

After Merging 9.85e− 04 9.94e− 04 9.75e− 04

Figure 4: Noise estimates on each separate scan A and B

before and after their merging

3.5. One-dimensional study

It is easy to illustrate the method in 1-D on simple 1D shapes.

Our goal was to check that the proposed method superposes

two simulated scans without any smoothing effect. To do so,

two noisy straight lines A and B were synthesized from the

same model and then merged by the algorithm. The noise of

each set A, B, A∪B was estimated as the root mean square

error to their regression lines before and after merging. The

results in tab. 4 show that the merging did not cause any de-

noising. Indeed, the RMSE does not decrease by the merging

procedure. Fig 5 shows another 1D example of the merging

procedure where the bases are actually slightly different, in

accordance with the real situation encountered on real scans.

(a) Without Merging (b) With Merging

Figure 5: Two noisy sine functions before and after merging

4. Implementation and Results

The inputs of the merging algorithm were the outputs of our

laser triangulation scanner. This device being accurately cal-

ibrated, the scans were in principle already registered so that

no extra software registration was needed. Nevertheless, the

ICP algorithm was applied to see if it could remove the alias-

ing and tiling artifacts. It didn’t. The positions computed by

ICP oscillated around the input scan positions, and the re-

sulting meshes were no better. The registration process was

implemented on a 1.5 Ghz processor with 48GB RAM. An

octree structure was first built to allow for fast access to the

neighbors of each given point. Table 6 gives the computa-

tion times for various shapes of various sizes with varying

numbers of scans. Notice the high number of scans neces-

sary to get a good covering of the object. It entails that sev-

eral dozens of scans have to be merged on the more exposed

parts.

Point set points scans Time(s) height

Dancer 5524627 94 321 17cm

Greek Mask 8961736 78 106 12cm

Nefertiti 15554528 115 819 18cm

Tanagra 17496999 160 1258 22cm

Figure 6: Computation time for the proposed merging. It is

significantly faster than the scanning time itself

Figs 7, 8 and 9 present the results on these data. For all

point sets, two different renderings will be displayed: the

first one is a ball pivoting [BMR∗99] meshing of all raw

scan points without any merging. The scans were preregis-

tered by the calibrated acquisition device and no software

post-registration was needed. The second rendering is again

a ball-pivoting meshing, but applied to the merged point set.

The rendering was made using the POV-RAY ray-tracer. The

conclusion is common to all experiments: even if the scans

are actually very accurately registered, the tiny warps of the

grids always create some aliasing visible as grid or tiling

effects. After the merging procedure (which only slightly af-

fects the low frequencies), these undesirable effects disap-

pear almost completely. In the procedure more than 99.9%

of the raw points were kept. Thus, the final result indeed is

highly faithful to the raw scan. Yet a careful attention shows

some remains of aliasing (Fig. 8, last column). The area of

these is actually small, being inferior to the area of the holes.

They could easily be removed by a selective local smooth-

ing. Some of the bigger pieces, like Nefertiti, show no defect

at all.

Comparison To better judge the texture preservation, the

rendering of a scan alone (ground truth) was computed and

compared to the rendering of all scans in the same region

on Fig 10. This shows that the visual information loss after

scale space merging is very low compared to the one due to

a simple joint meshing.
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Figure 7:Merging of the mask scans seen from the back side (top row) and left side (bottom row). Left: picture, middle: without

merging, right: with merging

Figure 8: Merging of the Dancer With Crotales. From left to right: picture, without merging, with merging, an example of

merging failure taken from the back of the object (top: unmerged, bottom merged)
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Figure 9: Merging of the Nefertiti (1st: picture, 2nd,4th: without merging, 3rd,5th: with merging)

Figure 10: Comparison of a rendering of a single scan (ground truth) and the merging of all scans that overlap in the same

region. (Left: ground truth, middle: joint mesh of all scans without merging, right: joint mesh with merging)

It is crucial to compare the raw merging method results

with results obtained by the level set reconstruction method

of the unmerged scans point set. The result of the level set

method applied to the Tanagra head (fig. 11 b), obviously in-

troduces an important smoothing and loses texture in com-

parison to the merging result (fig. 11, a). But even with that

smoothing the result still keeps several artifact lines due to

the scan offsets: these offsets become visible at the scans

boundaries. See the nearly straight long lines on the surface,

mostly vertical and horizontal. It can also be asked if an ef-

ficient denoising method could actually restore the raw set.

Fig. 11-c, shows the result of the application of the bilateral

filter [FDCO03] to the union of the scans. This iterated fil-

tering was applied up to the point where aliasing artifacts

were no more visible. Clearly, this entails a much too strong

smoothing of detail and texture.

The scan merging is a very local method which is there-

fore computationally efficient (see Tab. 6). Yet, if the input

data are not already well registered the merging could ob-

viously fail. The method corrects the slight misalignments

only in the normal direction. A tangential drift in the origi-

nal registration could therefore cause a loss of sharpness or

a loss of small details. Nevertheless, this degradation seems

to pass unnoticed. Indeed, for last generation triangulation

scanners like the one used for the experiments in this paper,

the registration error is very small. For a point cloud with

side-length 99mm the observed average point offset after

merging was 0.081mm, with standard deviation 0.012. The

tangential offset could not be measured. The explanation of

the relative visual success of the method is that even a tiny

normal offset causes a dramatic change in triangles orienta-

tion, and therefore completely jeopardizes the visual quality

of the triangulation. An equally small tangential offset seems

to be visually undetectable. Thus, the merging method cor-

rects the normal error, and makes the tangential error unno-

ticeable.

The proposed merging can be seen as a local non rigid

registration. Therefore it can be compared to the result given

by state of the art non rigid registration methods [BR07]. To

perform the comparison, the problem arose that the scans did

not systematically contain strongly identified features. Most

scans of the mask point set were simply rejected by the non
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(a) Merged Result

(b) Poisson Reconstruction (c) Bilateral filter

Figure 11: Comparisons of the merging (a) with a level set

reconstruction method ( [KBH06]) of the unmerged scans

point set (b) and a filtering of the unmerged scans point

set (c). The level set method obviously introduces a seri-

ous smoothing, yet does not eliminate the scanning bound-

ary lines. The bilateral filter, applied until all aliasing arti-

facts have been eliminated, over-smoothes some parts of the

shape.

rigid registration method described in [BR07]. In order to

perform a serious comparison anyway, two sweeps of the

fragment 31u of the Stanford FUR project were used. The

computation times were, however, considerably different: it

took more than 2h30 to register non rigidly these meshes.

On the same computer, using only the raw points and not

the meshes, the merging took only 84s. The final meshes

were built using Poisson Reconstruction [KBH06] in both

cases. The registration artifacts (two horizontal lines limiting

the overlap area, fig 12) are much less visible with the scan

merging than with the non rigid registration.

5. Conclusion

The main conclusion of the study is that it is possible to fuse

multiple raw scans with minimal accuracy loss, provided an

accurate previous registration has been performed. Future

work will focus on the detection and handling of remaining

Figure 12: Comparison of registration of two scans (colored

in different colors on the top figure) using Global Non Rigid

Alignment [BR07] (middle) and scale space merging (bot-

tom). Meshes were reconstructed using [KBH06].

holes, and on the automatic assessment of surface quality to

replace a visual inspection.
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